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or 20 years the Denver, Greeley
& Tahoe Railway and its Nevada
predecessor have pleased viewers in
cities ranging from San Jose, California, to Omaha, Nebraska. The largest
individually owned modular model
railroad in the United States has
made something like 80 stops in
places as big as Kansas City and as
small as Portola, California. It has
been displayed in four state capitols
and something like 20 communities.
The total estimated number of viewers over this time could easily have
reached a quarter of a million,
although that’s only a wild estimate.

areas. Currently, the mainlines are
operated by hand-held radio throttles.
All of the road’s operators are volunteers with the majority coming from
the northern Colorado Model Railroaders, providing a core of skilled
operators. Currently there are 25 on
the “call list.”

place their names on a master call list
for upcoming shows and agree to help
set up the layout and tear it down at
the start and end of each weekend.
Usually a seasoned crew of 12 to
15 model railroaders can get the railroad up and operational in about six
hours, often on a Friday afternoon
and evening. Teardown takes about
two hours, with the record being
95 minutes, and is normally accomplished on a Sunday evening.

The club is run as a “benevolent dictatorship” as Trussell puts it. The group
takes pride in the fact that there are
no club officers, club dues, or club
“They’re the heart and soul of this railmeetings “… mainly because there
road. Without them, there would be
is no club.” DG&T volunteers simply
no DG&T,” owner Dave Trussell says.

This HO scale layout features four and
one half scale miles of double track
mainline action and numerous awardwinning scenes along with a “holding”
yard that can handle over 800 40-foot
boxcars. The layout can be configured
in a “U” shape, a giant “L”, or even a
rectangular shape stretching over 120
feet in length.
To operate properly, an average of
eight model railroaders are needed
to run mainline, switching and yard
operations. Normal operations
require a dispatcher at each end of
the massive holding yards, an engineer for each of the double mainlines
and operators for several switching
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A few of the key members on the volunteer list include Rick Bacon, the
best loadmaster in the business; Jay
Barnaby, a jack of all trades; Steve
Palmer, an outstanding modeler and
a terrific Mr. Fixit at shows; the Keysers, who are instrumental at setup
time and irreplaceable when it comes
to transporting the layout; and Rick
Inglis who is the quintessential switching and sound expert. At one time or
another the DG&T has been assisted
by as many as 40 other volunteers
from as many as five states.
Occupations of the volunteers run a
wide gamut. The railroad’s call list has
included lawyers, publishers, farmers,
woodworkers, historians, automotive
mechanics, public servants, college
professors and a member of the Special Forces. And, there are currently
three railroad employees working on
the DG&T, two from the Union Pacific
and one from the Burlington Northern Santa Fe, so actual railroad experience adds flavor to DG&T operations.
It is truly a labor of love for these fellows because they are also responsible for their own expenses on road
trips. Two veterans of several long distance trips, John and Sharon Keyser,

Photo submitted to the 2002 Walthers’ catalog contest. Tugboat model by Steve Palmer.

even provide and drive the three
quarter ton pickup truck needed to
haul the DG&T’s 22-foot white trailer.
A second 10-foot trailer serves as
backup.

modate specific scenes.
Noted for having modules that easily
transition from one scene to another,
the DG&T is a fully scenicked railroad
featuring over 2,000 individuallymade trees and shrubs, seven water
scenes ranging from harbors to ponds,
and dozens of buildings, most of
which were either kit-bashed or
scratch built.

Most of the modules are eight feet in
length, but four 4-footers, six corner
units and two inside corners also
make the trip to shows. The modules
conform to NMRA specifications as
to wiring, track height, etc., but sometimes module width varies to accom- “Scenery is my first love,” Trussell says.
“I can’t wait to get a module worked up
to the point where I can lay down the
cliffs, rivers, trees and detail. I think
that’s how the size of this layout sort
of got out of hand.”
“I wanted to avoid the winter scene
beside a desert setting; the tranquil
hillside butting up against a steel mill.
By planning scenery transitions carefully, most viewers aren’t aware they
are viewing a series of modules on the
DG&T. When they walk around the
pike the transition from one setting to
another shouldn’t be a jarring experience. I’ve tried really hard to blend
my scenes.”
“I also build any structures first. I’ve
seen too many modules go a lifetime
without final completion of buildings,
bridges or key elements,” he says. “It
leaves an unfinished look and the
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Trussell usually centers on how he
came up with ideas for his modules.
He indicates that the germ of an idea
can begin with strange inspirations.
Several cars that never worked well in
the first place were the inspiration for
the wreck scene. A barn sighted on
a weekend country drive inspired the
farm setting. Decomposed granite on
a Lake Tahoe beach led to a unique
building material for a winery and
subsequent vineyards.
Other scenes include an airport, a
drive-in movie, a pair of wharfs, a
shanty town, an operational highway,
a lumber mill complex and a Midwestern grain elevator center. Some
of the more dramatic scenes depict
the open countryside where rails seek
the lowest grades.
No single period in U.S. rail history
is depicted on this railroad because
everyone who helps set up and tear
down the layout is welcomed, even
encouraged, to bring his or her favorite train sets to display and operate
for the public’s enjoyment. As a result,
visitors can view everything from Jay
Barnaby’s famous 70-car modern coal
train, to an historic version of the
Mark Twain Zephyr of 1938 vintage.

viewers notice faults like that. Especially, if those viewers are fellow
model railroaders.”
Sixteen separate scenes are portrayed
on the DG&T, mostly of Western U.S.
origins.
One of the most popular settings portrays a wreck site beside a bay. Barges,
big hooks and brave men are depicted
cleaning up the debris and devastation.
One popular module depicts a Wyoming canyon on the Green River. By
looking under the railroad bridge up
the canyon, viewers can see for what
seems to be miles.
Another setting is an award-winning
switchback up a mountainside in the
Glenwood Canyon area of Colorado,
connecting a mine with the stamp
mill in the valley below.
Yet another setting shows a 480-foot
freighter docked at a Western coast
port. The radio-controlled freighter
operates in open water on weekends
when the railroad isn’t being shown.
The question most often asked of
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Steam and diesel both rule here in relative peace and tranquility. The railroad boasts a six-stall diesel house
and servicing center alongside a
15-stall roundhouse with coaling and
sanding facilities.

August 2001

third place and on honorable mention for its scenes, along with a
best-of-show for Design Preservation
Models at the NMRA nationals.

In the last eight years the DG&T
has been actively accumulating Great
American Train Show and NMRA
So, if there are no dues, no officers
awards on regional and national
and no meetings, how does one
levels. The railroad sports best-ofbecome involved with the DG&T?
show blue ribbons from 12 of 14 GATS “Just let me know you’re interested
shows, along with a pair of second
in running with us and I put you
place finishes. In many instances, the
on our mailing list,” says Trussell.
DG&T was in competition with more “Then I send out letters detailing
than a dozen other layouts at these
upcoming events and the guys let me
shows. On a national level, the layout
know whether they can make it. We’re
has earned two second place, two
always looking for New Blood. We
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only have a few rules:
1) You have to get along with everyone.
2) You have to be 21 years of age.
3) You have to either help set up
or tear down in order to run your
trains.
4) You have to enjoy operating
trains with hundreds of eyes
watching.
5) You can’t be a grouch.”
What’s the appeal to running trains
on the DG&T?
Continued on page 7
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Message from the Prez

CONTEST RESULTS

by Wally Muscott

Annie’s layout (as we call it) belongs to the club. All club
members are welcome to the work session on the 17th and
to come to the Fort Collins Library on Saturday the 25th to
run trains, and talk to other people about model railroading. This is a great opportunity to say hello to some old
friends and perhaps make some new friends among the
many visitors who will stop and see the layout. Of course
your help is always welcome in transportation, setting up
and taking down the layout. s

Grab Bag Special

Annie’s Day

by Wally Muscott
Friday the 17th at 7:00 PM will be a work session on the
layout at Bill Platte’s house. (We went with the 17th in case
something does not work we have time to get it fixed)

by Wally Muscott

Jeff County
Ed Hurtubis

161 points
131 points

Advanced
1st
2nd

John Bennett
Ted Pulles

163 points
140 points

Craftsman
1st
2nd
3rd

Chuck Hagemeister
Gene Fusco
John Atkinson

177 points
157 points
155 pointss

Next Contest — Freight Siding Mini Diorama

Saturday the 25th meet at Bill’s house at 7:30 AM to transport the layout to the Fort Collins Library for the Annie’s
Day celebration. We need to be up and running by 9:30
and will run till noon. At noon we will take the layout back
to Bill’s house, should be done by 1:00 PM then on to Terl’s
layout tour. s

July Layout Tour

Novice
1st
2nd

As contest chariman Pete Porter said in January: “A
small diorama that must contain: 1) any type of building that receives revenue from a railroad car; 2) a
siding/spur track; and 3) the appropriate railroad car.”

DG&T continued from page 5

“Most model railroaders don’t have the opportunity of
seeing how their 60-car freight looks on a straightaway. At
one point on the DG7T, they do. It’s always fun to show
off your best equipment and watch it run through some
first class scenery in front of crowds of people standing
three deep,” he says. “They say the last NMRA nationals
we attended in San Jose had 12,000 attendees. It’s truly
gratifying to be able to run and display your trains in front
of appreciative crowds that size.”

The Reinke’s opened up their beautiful home for a layout
tour on Saturday July 28. If you missed the two outside
ponds (the large pond has 5000 gallons of water in it) you
missed a very unique feature to there home. Now on to
the layout. The Reinke’s have a good start on a “L” shaped
HO layout, with the vast majority of the track in place and
operational. It features lots of switching and continuous
running. Some of the areas have about 90% of the scenery
completed, including a wonderful river area with several
What’s in the future for the DG&T? Volunteers have
bridges. The layout also features a farm scene with a house, expressed a desire to take the layout to the 2004 nationals
barn and out buildings. The farm scene also includes a
in Seattle. If enough key volunteers are willing, the layout
small pond. Other areas currently are track on cork road
will head toward the Pacific Northwest in the not-so-disbed. It was interesting to see a layout in all stages of contant future.
struction. The Reinke’s have a real talent for building and
scenery construction and color. Thanks! s
“As long as we have volunteers, we’ll have the Denver,
Greeley and Tahoe Railway,” Trussell says.

July Program

John Atkinson gave a very nice program on the NMRA
AP program. John covered the requirements for the
golden spike award, the 11 AP certificates, as well as
the Master Model Railroader achievement. One NCMR
member decided to join the NMRA just to participate in
the AP program. s

Note: Claude Mitzelpick can be reached by calling Dave
Trussell. s
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